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Republican Party Growth in
Southern Legislative Elections
By Frederick M. Hess
and David L. Leal
For most of the past century, the Demo
cratic Party has had a hammerlock on both
chambers in Virginia's General Assembly.
Even after 1960, when Virginia drifted into
the Republican column in Presidential elec
tions and started to elect Republican senators
and governors with some frequency, the
Democratic grip on the Assembly did not
loosen. In 1975, the Democrats held an over

century, may give the Republican
This fall's
elections,
thethelast
of the
20th
Party
control of
Virginia
legisla
ture for the first time in the century. A
Republican Party that was an irrelevance in
the state legislature for decades has steadily
gained ground in the last 25 years and now
controls a majority in the state Senate. It is
two seats shy of a majority in the House of
Delegates and—because there is one Indepen
dent delegate who usually votes Republican
—it is just one vote away from a de facto,
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working majority in the House.
Just how and why the GOP has gained
legislative influence has important implica
tions as to how state government is likely to
look in coming years, and can help us under
stand how Virginia's political scene has

whelming 83-17 majority in the House and
an equally impressive 35-5 advantage in the
Senate.
Starting in the late 1970s, however, the
GOP started to steadily gain ground. The
Republicans held 33 House seats after the 1981
elections, 39 after the 1989 elections, and held
47 seats after the 1993 elections. Today, the
Democrats hold that tenuous 50-49 lead in
the House. The story in the Senate has been

acquired its present shape.
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the same, with the GOP holding eight Senate seats
in 1981,18 by 1993, and winning their first majority
in 1997.
The Virginia case is not unique, but is part of
a larger phenomenon. The 1960-1999 period has
witnessed the gradual Republicanization of state
legislatures in the once solidly Democratic South.
In all of these states, the transformation of the state
legislature lagged decades or years behind similar
shifts in national and even statewide elections.
In order to understand the process by which
legislatures were transformed, we have examined the
available data on Republican gains in two represen
tative Deep South states. Specifically, we test two
theories of how Republican candidates won elec
tions to state legislatures. The goal is to understand
what process explains the increasing success of GOP
candidates in these elections.
" While the growth of the Republican party in
the South has been a subject of great interest, most
of the attention has focused on how this impacts
congressional and presidential candidates. We, on
the other hand, here examine the increasing role of
Republicans in two Southern state legislatures
between 1971 and 1986. This is an important
period, given Republican gains that followed the
passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
There are two competing theories explaining
Republican success in that period. The first, the "ris
ing tide" hypothesis, suggests that much of the gain
was due to a growing number of partisan Southern
Republican voters who supported Republican chal
lengers over Democratic incumbents in the general
election. The alternative explanation, the "replace
ment" hypothesis, holds that incumbent Democrats
were rarely defeated by GOP challengers, but that
Republicans were increasingly likely to win these
seats when the popular incumbents retired. Both
processes could be at work, with one perhaps more
important than the other.
The "replacement" hypothesis suggests that
simply because Southern Democratic legislators
shared a party label with increasingly liberal nonSoutherners did not mean that they were either outof-touch or perceived to be out-of-touch with district
voters. These voters may have understood that their
local Democratic legislators represented the district's
beliefs or may have felt a personal attachment to the
incumbent. Southerners may have gradually become
more likely to vote nationally for Republican presi
dential candidates while continuing to support the
local Democrats they had grown to know and trust.
The retirement of the members of this old guard may
have led to Democrats on the ballot who lacked cred
ibility and strong relationships. This may have allowed
the voters to more easily give voice to their changing
partisan preferences.

The "rising tide" thesis implies that the
national association with the Democratic label was
drawing Southern voters away from Democratic can
didates, even those they had voted for previously. It
might have been that state Republicans were nicely
positioned to make strategic gains simply because
their party comes closer to reflecting the religious,
conservative, anti-government views of a vast seg
ment of the region's voters.
The impressive growth of the Republican
party in Southern state and local elections in recent
decades has been widely noted by observers and
scholars. Few scholars, however, have examined the
specifics of these change processes. The most use
ful existent work was conducted by Jewell and
Breaux (1991), who studied how frequently legisla
tive incumbents ran without opposition in primary
and general elections. In the case of general elections,
they found a large increase over time (1968-1986)
in the percentage of Republican incumbents elected
without any opposition in the Southern states they
examined. This increase was far greater than that
for incumbent Democrats during the same time
period. In Tennessee, for example, the proportion
of Democrats unopposed during 1968-1976 and
1978-1986 was flat, while nearly doubling among
Republicans.
This finding offers support for the replacement
thesis, as it suggests that once Republicans are
elected they are increasingly likely to remain in
office without any Democratic competition. If the
rising tide thesis were correct, then new Republican
legislators would be more likely to be challenged in
subsequent election contests by still-competitive
local Democrats.
While there is a growing literature on vari
ous issues in state legislative elections, such as the
incumbency advantage, campaign, the success of
African-American candidates, and challenger qual
ity, the work on these issues is not directly related
to the central question in the present study.

Data
We used
covering
elections
fromdata
1968
to 1986state
in thelegislative
Deep South
states
of Mississippi and Alabama. The 1968-1986 period
fortuitously covers the crucial years when national
Democrats were increasingly perceived as social and
economic liberals, particularly on the pivotal issue
of civil rights, and when Republicans made substan
tial gains at the national level.
Examining states in the Deep South, the region
where the Democratic party was most deeply
entrenched before the 1960s, is a particularly useful
way to understand the process of party change.
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For each state, we tabulated the vote percent

It is also useful to recognize that redistricting

ages for (1) Republican challengers to Democratic
incumbents and for (2) Republican candidates in

years may see especially large Republican gains and
that the presence of multi-member districts in some

open seat elections. Examined over time, the
changes in these two sets of numbers help to explain
whether a rising tide threatened to overwhelm more
Democratic incumbents every year, or whether GOPinclined voters waited until their representative left
office before voting Republican. Due to the com

years in some states may cause some irregularities.

plexities of dealing with the staggered elections used
in many state senates, we examined elections to the
lower house of the legislatures.
There are problems with this data that prevent
the findings from being conclusive. A key problem is
that we lack information about the previous politi
cal experience of candidates or about their general

Results
The in
data
thefrom
Republican
Alabama
vote
shows
in open
a steady
seat elections
increase
and in those featuring Democratic incumbents.
Between 1974 and 1986, the vote share for Republi
can candidates in open seat elections grew by 10
percentage points, from 25 to 35 percent of the
two-party vote. During the same time period,
Republican challengers to Democratic incumbents
increased their vote share by seven percentage

political viability. A wealth of previous research on
congressional elections has found that challenger
quality is a key variable explaining vote percentages.
The problem posed by the issue of challenger

points, as it grew from 33 to 40 percent of the vote.
Republicans made somewhat greater gains in
open seat races. How does this pattern compare to
the findings in Mississippi? The situation in Missis

quality is that we would expect higher quality Repub
lican candidates to run in open seat elections than

sippi was very similar.
From 1971 to 1987 the Republican vote share
increased in both incumbent and open seat elections
in Mississippi. Average vote share for Republican
candidates for open seats grew by 14 percentage

against Democratic incumbents, so this might explain
why the replacement effect appears to predominate.
Yet this would not necessarily explain the
growing importance of the replacement effect. It is
quite likely that better qualified Republicans have
always been more likely to enter open seat elections
than to challenge entrenched Democratic incum
bents; we cannot say whether they became even
more likely to do so during the 1968-1986 period.
While better Republican party recruitment in state
legislative elections may have increased the pool of
experienced candidates running for office, we sim
ply do not know what proportion of these candidates
entered open seat contests and/or challenged
incumbents.
Unfortunately, the challenger quality problem
requires data not currently available. The difficulty
is that many of the losers in state legislative elec
tions disappear from view. There are no compendiums of information on these candidates, and even
the local newspapers (when available) are less than
thorough in presenting basic information on state
legislative candidates.
One of the contributions here is to help
contextualize the potential scope of candidate qual
ity effects by: (1) illustrating just how much better
Republicans fared in open seat races than in those
where they challenged incumbents, and (2) show
ing how the size of that margin changed over time.
If Republicans running in open seat races fared six
percentage points better than those challenging
incumbents, then we know the factors particular to
open seat races add no more than six points to
challenger's vote share.

points, increasing from 27 to 41 percent of the twoparty vote. Meanwhile, Republican challengers to
Democratic incumbents increased their vote share
by nine percentage points, from 31 to 40 percent.
Again, the Republican open seat gain was approxi
mately fifty percent larger than the corresponding
challenger gain.
These findings suggest the replacement the
sis is a somewhat more complete explanation of
Republican gains in the Deep South during the 1970s
and 1980s. Eroding support for incumbents meant
that voters were gradually becoming more willing
to vote for GOP candidates, even against known and
trusted Democratic representatives. However, the
disproportionate gains that Republican candidates
made in open seat elections suggest that large num
bers of incumbent Democrats helped hold back the
rising Republican tide. It was when these incum
bents retired that a heightened willingness to elect
Republican replacements helped to remake statelevel southern politics.
Another process was also at work during this
time period. Not only were GOP candidates gener
ally faring somewhat better, but they were running
against Democratic incumbents who had previously
received a free pass, as the number of uncontested
elections declined in both Alabama and Mississippi.
In Alabama, there were 103 uncontested Democratic
incumbents in 1970. By 1986, that number had
shrunk to 55. In Mississippi, the increased Bepublican presence was less visible, as the number of

uncontested Democratic incumbents shrunk from
106 in 1971 to 92 in 1987.

Conclusions
As istososome
oftendegree
the case,
with the
bothdata
theories
are consistent
we have
examined. While both processes are at work, how
ever, the preliminary evidence suggests that
replacement phenomenon had a significantly
greater effect on southern state legislative changes
in the 1970s and 1980s than did the rising tide
phenomenon.
These results comport with much of what has
been intuited and hinted at by previous scholars.
Observers have noted that Southern state legislative
elections do not occur in vacuums; local Democratic
politicians had developed relationships with voters
so that party labels were les«:-n •^--<-f thevalues of the incumbents tl known
commodities retired, vote. ailing the
lever for national GOP candidal .„ay have found
it increasingly difficult to vote for a local candidate
who shared a party label with Ted Kennedy, George
McGovern, and Walter Mondale.
As discussed above, our analysis here is
constrained by a number of factors. We are able, how
ever, to develop and empirically consider two com
peting theories of party change that have been
implicit in both popular and academic analysis of
southern politics. While partisan change in the South
has been frequently noted, there has been little
empirical consideration of how voters actually shift
from one column to another. This research is intend
ed as an introductory stab at the question. Future
research may benefit from an extended time frame,
a larger sample of states, fuller data on candidate
quality, accounting for other potentially omitted
variables, and a fuller consideration of redistricting.
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This fall's elections are particularly crucial in
Virginia because they will set the makeup of the leg
islature that will reapportion the state for the first
decade of the next century. The manner in which
the districts are redrawn is likely to have a decisive
impact on the control of the legislature over the next
ten years. Aware of the significance of this fall's elec
tions, both parties are imploring their potentially
retiring incumbents to make one more run for the
good of the party. Consequently, an unusually small
number of incumbents are stepping down. A slowed
rate of Democratic retirees will minimize the impact
of the replacement effect.
As the cases of Alabama and Mississippi sug
gest, the replacement phenomena appears to have
contributed more than simple competitiveness to
GOP gains in the South. If the Democratic leadership
is able to use pleas and inducements to slow the rate
of replacement-driven change, it will reduce the like
lihood that the GOP can continue to maintain steady
gains it has made in recent years. Fundamentally, the
balance of power in Virginia government is driven by
many of the same currents that have reshaped South
ern politics, and both pundits and policymakers can
better understand what is transpiring here by look
ing beyond the Commonwealth. ■
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